THE ONLY DIGITAL SYSTEM DESIGNED TO STRENGTHEN FAMILY
UNITY AND PERPETUATE MULTI-GENERATIONAL SUCCESS.

E XC LU S I V E

•

V E R S AT I L E

•

EFFICIENT

WE BELIEVE A FAMILY’S NET
WORTH IS “MORE THAN MONEYTM.”
A family’s More Than Money™ legacy includes core
values, family legacy, unity, philanthropy and
impactful life experiences.

FOR YOUR CLIENTS…
The MTM (More Than Money™ ) 360 name simply and
accurately represents our exclusive digital system for
strengthening family unity, expanding your client’s
positive impact and perpetuating multi-generational
success.

FOR YOU…
It represents the unsurpassed opportunity to enhance
your business with a “values-based” overlay, grow
your core business and deepen multi-generational
relationships while eliminating your competition.

IT’S THE NEXT GENERATION
OF ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL
PLANNING…
AND YOU’RE THE NAVIGATOR.
MTM360 provides a clear structure that is repeatable and scalable,
guiding your clients to multi-generational success with you as the
navigator. Our exclusive, versatile, efficient leading-edge digital
system enables your clients’ multi-generational family members to
participate in and contribute to improving and perpetuating family
unity.
Many families, irrespective of financial net worth, recognize that
what matters most is “More Than Money™,” making MTM360 the
ideal solution for your clients…and you.

61%

rate legacy development as a top financial need.

77 %

say it is important to leave values and
life lessons as inheritance.

- Mindscape Study

- Morningstar

80

%

believe in teaching children that wealth
is a social responsibility.
- U.S. Trust Survey of Affluent Americans

WHY SHOULD YOU PROACTIVELY
HELP YOUR CLIENTS ENGAGE IN A
HIGHER LEVEL OF PLANNING?

91

%

of all multi-generational wealth
transfers fail in two generations.
- For Love and Money, Roy Williams

FOR THIS DATA, “FAIL” IS DEFINED
in three devastating ways…
Here’s what happens:
THE FAMILY UNIT IS FRACTURED
FINANCIAL SECURITY DISSIPATES
“MORE THAN MONEYTM” LEGACY IS
SLOWLY FORGOTTEN

FOR WHAT MATTERS MOST.™
EXCLUSIVE METHOD TO STRENGTHEN A
FAMILY’S UNITY
•

The only digital platform to strengthen family unity, perpetuate multigenerational success and provide a “values-based” overlay to your existing
value proposition.

•

Provide families with the only “how to” system for defining, protecting and
perpetuating your client’s “More Than Money™” legacy

•

Many advisors can manage traditional financial assets, however an exclusive
few can advise on the “total wealth” of the family with a time-efficient,
repeatable, scalable structure.

VERSATILE BENEFITS FOR PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS
•

Serve multiple markets with MTM360, from the mass affluent to the UHNW.

•

Attract and retain your ideal prospects/clients with no geographic limitations.

•

MTM360 elevates the businesses of financial advisors, attorneys, accountants,
consultants and RIA’s.

EFFICIENT WITH YOUR TIME AND
MAXIMIZES IMPACT
•

Invest 30 minutes every 4-6 weeks with multiple generations of your top clients

•

Our supporting digital system allows you to be the “Navigator”

•

Create a more stable, purposeful, profitable business in less time while
generating more qualified referrals and increasing your positive impact on
multiple generations of client families.

MTM360 WORKS FOR YOU
For building your business and growing your
bottom line, it makes dollars… and sense.
THE DOLLARS:
•
•
•
•
•

Grow your core business by demonstrating you care
about “what matters most”
Build a more valuable business as you engage multiple
generations in a meaningful way
Increase the frequency of client referrals
Expand your number of actively referring Centers of
Influences
Protect existing clients from your competitors
outreach efforts

IT MAKES SENSE:
Expand the paradigm of your client relationships
Enhance your value to prospective and current
families
• Maximize time-efficiency and impact on families
• Enjoy differentiating your business from competitors
and leveraging an unfair marketing advantage
• Elegantly presented in bite-size, 30-minute pieces
from an intuitive, centralized dashboard
•
•

MTM360 WORKS
FOR YOUR CLIENTS
Building a strong, sustainable structure for your clients’ families
starts by placing a focus on the intangible assets that matter most:
More Than Money™ wealth. MTM360’s time-efficient, structured
digital system is designed to do precisely that.

IT’S QUICK AND EASY TO USE
MTM360 is easily accessed online via smartphone,
tablet or computer. The simple, intuitive dashboard
features a centralized Family Decision Center that
provides transparency and motivates participation.
The guided deliverables can be completed in just 30
minutes or less. It’s globally available to your clients
and their families, 24/7/365. As your client’s trusted
advisor, you’ll be there at strategic intervals to help
them navigate the process. This easy to administer
solution protects your valuable time, allowing you to
continue to manage and grow your core business.

AN OUTSTANDING VALUE
Nothing compares to MTM360 for the exceptional
value it provides to your clients. MTM360 will define,
protect and perpetuate “More Than Money™” assets
and seamlessly integrate them into existing
professional plans enduring multiple generations of
your clients.

MTM360 AT-A-GLANCE
Appropriate for: Mass Affluent (MA), $1-5 million; High Net Worth (HNW), $6-25 million;
and Ultra High Net Worth (UHNW), $26 million+

VALUES360

LEGACY360

• Expand communication about
the foundational core values of
your client’s family

• Create a family legacy mission
statement and integrate your
client’s valuables with their values

GRATITUDE360

GOVERNANCE360
• Build a multi-generational
structure for family
communications and empower
your client’s heirs

• Perpetuate gratitude, unify the
family’s charitable vision and
measure impact

PERPETUATE360
• Choose any three individual deliverables to provide an ongoing and relevant preparing heirs process

GUIDED ‘DELIVERABLES’
THAT PROVIDE REAL RESULTS
AND INTANGIBLE BENEFITS
With program deliverables that family members can complete in less
than 30 minutes, MTM360 provides an invaluable opportunity to
build their family unity and perpetuate multi-generational wealth
through a guided and structured process navigated by you, their
trusted advisor.

DEFINING “WHAT MATTERS MOST”
•
•
•
•
•

Define individual communication styles
Discover shared family core values
Define authentic family legacy
Create a shared family philanthropic vision
Incentivize positive behaviors from heirs

PROTECTING “WHAT MATTERS MOST”
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare the next generation
Chronological ‘timeline’ of family experiences
Shared experiences of value through philanthropy
Encourage entrepreneurship
Purposeful, family experiences
Define charitable intent

PERPETUATING “WHAT MATTERS MOST”
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrate with clients’ financial planning
Integrate with clients’ insurance planning
Integrate with clients’ existing estate plan
Measure philanthropic impact
Create a family Advisory Board
Write a governing Family Constitution

MTM360

CLIENT OUTCOMES & DELIVERABLES
VALUES360

GRATITUDE360

LEGACY360

GOVERNANCE360

OUTCOMES

OUTCOMES

OUTCOMES

OUTCOMES

• Improve Communication
• Identify Individual Core Values
• Identify Shared Family Core Values
• Strengthen Family Unity
• Establish a Clear Vision for
Your Family
• Write a Statement about “What
Matters Most”

• Define What Gratitude Means
to You

• What Will the Family Be
Known For

• Identify Intangible Talents to
Benefit Philanthropic Vision

• Alignment with Values

• Communicate “Who” You Give to
and “Why” It’s Important
• Measure the Impact of Your
Philanthropy

• Integrate Core Values with Existing
Professional Plans
• Create a Shared Legacy Mission
Statement

DELIVERABLES

• Empower Heirs

DELIVERABLES

DELIVERABLES

Individual Legacy Defined
Family Legacy Mission Statement
Investment Integration
Insurance Integration

• Communication Style Identifier
• Individual Core Values

• Gratitude Defined
• Active Gratitude

• Statement of Values
• Shared Core Values
• 3 Year Vision

• Individual Charitable Vision
• Shared Charitable Vision

•
•
•
•

• Philanthropic Impact Report

• Estate Plan Integration

Appropriate For: MA, HNW, UHNW

Appropriate For : HNW, UHNW

• Create Structure for All Family
Members to Participate in
Important Decisions
• Purposefully Create Shared
Experiences of Value
• Encourage Positive Behaviors
Consistent with the Family Legacy
• Write a Governing Document

DELIVERABLES
• Family Advisory Board
• Family Bank
• Family Constitution
• 100 Year Vision
• Family Advancement &
Sustainability Trust (FAST)

Appropriate For: MA, HNW, UHNW

Appropriate For : UHNW

PERPETUATE360
OUTCOME
Maintain and continue focus on “More Than MoneyTM” legacy and mitigating the
risk of wealth transfer failure

DELIVERABLE
Family selects any three individual deliverables that they feel at the time
would be most beneficial

AWARD WINNING
Recognized by Banking CIO Outlook Magazine as

COMPLIANCE APPROVED

HIGH PRAISE
FOR MTM360

“

Our Firm has been an early adopter of the “More Than Money™” style of family conversation. But it wasn’t
until we incorporated MTM360 digital technology platform into our process of preparing heirs that we felt
we had a foundation for a successful, enduring, scalable solution for both ourselves as thought leaders, and
for our client families. Finally, we have a deliverable that is efficient, effective, and process oriented in
dealing with families who desire to lean into a “legacy” mindset within their family. ”
Phil Barnhill, Founder – Story Family Institute

“

MTM360 is the answer I have been searching years for. HNW families are concerned about
wealth transfer failure and most believe their net worth is “More Than MoneyTM”. MTM360
addresses both from the palm of your hand.
Steve Alms – Family Office Advisor

“

”

MTM360 lets you grow your business as much as you want. It differentiates you from
competitors with a truly unique offering to attract mass affluent to UHNW families. I’ve signed
up and couldn’t be more pleased. The MTM360 Team does a great job with private-labeled
marketing materials, training and ongoing support.

”

Max Bolka – Financial Services Industry Speaker, Author & Mentor

Aspida360.com

OFFER THE TRUE VALUE OF MTM360
TO YOUR CLIENTS
“There’s never been a better time to help
your clients improve their family unity and
preserve multi-generational wealth.”
- Shawn T. Barberis, J.D., Founder and CEO of MTM360

EXPERIENCE MTM360 WITH A FREE 14-DAY TRIAL.
Arrange your personal consultation with Shawn by emailing Shawn@Aspida360.com

Trusted MTM Navigators enjoy:
Become a

T RU S T E D
MTM Navigator

• Ongoing training with on-demand, live
webinars and seminars
• Customized marketing support materials
• Simple, scalable structure available 24/7/365
• Ongoing digital technology upgrades
• A flexible MTM Support Team that can work
for you, or work with you.

Aspida360.com

